Disorders are inevitably present in any functional materials or physical system. Often, they have significant impact on many areas of physics, including condensed-matter physics, 1 
photonics,
2,3 and cold atoms. 4 E.g., quench disorders induce both frustration and randomness in doped magnets, the key ingredients of spin glass physics. 5 Quenched disorders due to chemical doping are associated with the observed nanoscale inhomogeneity in high T c cuprates 6, 7 and CMR manganites. 8 Strong disorders can also localize itinerant electrons, 9 which is crucial for many appealing phenomena such as metal insulator transition and quantum Hall effects. [10] [11] [12] However, the realization of quantum Hall effect requires high magnetic field, a hurdle for its broader applications. The quest for quantum Hall state without external magnetic field leads to development of quantum anomalous Hall, 13 quantum spin Hall, 14, 15 which eventually lead to the birth of 3D topological insulator (TI).
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In 3D TI, the non-trivial topology of band structure is a result of band inversion due to strong spin-orbital coupling (SOC). [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The change of topology class at the interface between topological and normal insulators ensures the existence of metallic Dirac surface states. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Similarly, the topological distinction also enforces a zero band gap Dirac semimetal state for spatially uniform topological phase transition (TPT 
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In atoms (red) preferentially occupy the Bi sites (blue). Atomically resolved topographic im- 2.1% 6.1% 9.0% Figure 2 : (a-c) Topographic images of x = 2.1%, 6.1% and 9.0% (Tunneling condition: −0.6 V, 1 nA.). Scale bars are 5 nm. (d-f) dI/dV maps in the same area of (a-c). When x ≤ x C , E = E D + 0.05 eV; for x > x C , E is inside the band gap, as indicated in Fig. 1(e) . Red (green) arrows mark typical TSS-weak (intense) regions. (g-i) average dI/dV spectra of selective regions: Red (green) is from TSS-weak (intense) area. (j) x dependence of cross correlations between dI/dV (r) and local density n(r) of In in the second atomic layer.
inhomogeneity of dI/dV intensity is robust within the band gap. For x > x C , the energy of the in-gap states (likely residue TSS) is marked by the arrow in Fig. 1(e) . Clearly, the TSS is spatially inhomogeneous at nanometer scale. The average dI/dV spectra of regions with weak (red arrows) and intense (green arrows) spectro-weight of TSS are shown in Fig. 2(g-i) .
(See Supporting Information for details) In the TSS-intense area, the in-gap LDOS persists even above x C samples. In contrast, the in-gap LDOS of TSS-weak area decreases rapidly to zero as x rises. The linear dispersion of TSS is visible only when x < x C . More interestingly, the TSS anti-correlates with the local In density n(r) (counting only those in second layer) as shown by the negative cross correlation coefficients (X.Corr.) in Fig. 2(j) . Note that it is practically impossible to count In defects at deeper layers. The observed anti-correlations indicate that In defects are very effective "suppressor" of topological band inversion. 48 Thus, it is imperative to reveal their impacts individual In defects on local topological properties. Fig. 3(c) . Fig. 3(b) shows a dI/dV map measured at E D in the same area.
Evidently the much lower spectro-weight on top of the In sites demonstrates that the TSS are strongly "suppressed" by In defects. This is further illustrated by the 2D spectral map (bias vs. displacement) of a dI/dV line profile across the center of a single In defect (red arrow in Fig. 3(b) ) shown in Fig. 3(d) . In addition, there is a slight increase of local band gap on the In defect, illustrated by the band edges (dash lines). The dI/dV line profile at E D (red curves in Fig. 3(f) ) shows a bell-shape suppression (∼ 68%) with the full width half maximum More interestingly, the neighboring of In defects significantly enhances the suppression of local topological band inversion. Fig. 3 (e) displays the 2D spectral map of dI/dV spectra taken along the line across an In dimer (blue arrow in Fig. 3(b) ). In addition to the further enhancement of local band gap, the suppression of TSS on In dimer is much stronger than that on single In defect, and even stronger than a simple superposition of the suppression from two independent In defects. As shown in Fig. 3(g) , the simple overlapping of two single
In defects suppress the spectro-weight to 50%, while the observed spectro-weight of In dimer is reduced to ∼ 36%. Systematic studies of In dimers with different spacing indicates that such enhancement persists for In dimers with two In are separated by 3a, consistent with the influence range ξ of single In defects (see Supporting Information).
DFT calculations were carried out to corroborate STM observation. The inset of Fig. 3(a) shows a simulated STM image of single In defect, in good agreement with STM results.
Furthermore, the simulated LDOS of TSS near In defects shows a similar suppression (green curve in Fig. 3(f) ), which is also in good agreement with experimental results. Because the TSS are protected by the band topology (the surface-bulk correspondence), they cannot be "annihilated" without changing the band topology. 17 Thus, the local suppression of TSS spectro-weight likely comes from an effective increase of the tunneling barrier width. Because
In defects convert nano-regions around them to NI, the interface between TI and NI (vacuum) is shifted slightly into the bulk, effectively increasing the tunneling barrier width and thus reducing the tunneling spectro-weight of TSS. (e) x dependence of the cross correlation coefficients between local In density n(r) and band gap ∆(r).
The observation of enhanced band gap ∆ on In defects suggest a positive correlation between local In density and local band gap ∆(r) (extracted from spectroscopy maps using the method mentioned in Fig. 1 ). Similar to the TSS, ∆(r) is also spatially inhomogeneous on nanometer scale, as shown in Fig. 4 (a-c) (see complete data set in Support Information). In density n(r), as shown by the positive cross correlation coefficients (X.Corr.) in Fig. 4 (e).
The observed nanoscale electronic inhomogeneity of TSS and band gap in In doped Bi 2 Se 3 may be understood by a scenario illustrated in Fig. 5 In defects act as local topological-state "suppressors", converting nano-regions around them to NI. For In defects near the surface, the normal nano-regions (NNR) push the TSS slightly into the bulk, as illustrated in the left panel in Fig. 5 , so that the tunneling spectral weight of TSS is suppressed in surface-sensitive measurements. 31 As x increases but < x c , more regions with higher local In density form
NNRs with larger band gaps in the matrix of topological regions which remain topological. It is worth noting that this scenario does not contradict the band-closure scenario of TPT, which assumes spatially uniform SOC so the band gap must close at x c . The assumption of spatially uniform SOC is invalid for (Bi 1−x In x ) 2 Se 3 . Prior DFT studies suggest that
In 5s orbitals are very effective on suprressing SOC, thus In defects can revert the band inversion locally. 48 Therefore, In doping would inevitably introduce spatial SOC disorders, likely resulting in a mixture of TNRs and NNRs, a proliferation of TSS inside the bulk crystal, and a gradual increase of average band gap across the TPT. 31 The proliferation of TSS inside the bulk crystal is also consistent with the large enhancement of optical absorption around x c . 30 Note that the inhomogeneous TPT scenario present here is different from the theoretical proposal of bypassing band gap closure via symmetry broken states.
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To conclude, our results provide compelling microscopic evidence of an inhomogeneous TPT in (Bi 1−x In x ) 2 Se 3 , which is driven by nanoscale mixture of NNRs and TNRs. As shown by our systematic STM and STS studies, the inhomogeneity of both TSS and local band gap originates from very effective suppression of local SOC (and band topology) by In defects, resulting in local NNRs. Our results demonstrate that strong disorders can play a significant role in TPT, which is difficult to capture in spatially average measurements. The direct observation of nanoscale inhomogeneous TPT will motivate further studies on the impact of disorders in the topological materials and the associated quantum phase transitions.
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